Adsorption of human serum albumin onto highly orientated pyrolytic graphite surface studied by atomic force microscopy.
It is important to know the adsorption behavior and assembly structure of human serum albumin (HSA) molecules onto a carbonaceous substrate for further application of carbon nanomaterials in biomedical field. Individual HSA molecules and oligmers (dimer and trimer) adsorbed onto HOPG surface have been imaged by atomic force microscopy (AFM). Individual HSA molecule appeared as an ellipsoid on HOPG surface with average length of 12.6, width of 6.5, and height of 1.9 nm when they were incubated at the physiological condition (pH 7.4). HSA molecules also can form the interconnected chains, uniform network, and monolayer by tuning the initial concentrations and adsorption time. Furthermore, HSA molecules can assemble into quite different network structures and irregular chains at pH of 2, 5, and 10. This study could expand our knowledge of the interactions between protein and carbonaceous surfaces.